Kira-Destiny Prince

Mediation Experience
With seventeen years as a business owner and corporate partner in conflict
resolution, Kira-Destiny’s advisory approach to mediation is trust-inspired,
transparent and structured. Where possible, she aims to reconcile fractured
relationships or build new ones. Clients describe her approach as empathetic,
discerning, trustworthy and patient in understanding disputing parties’ positions
without prejudice.
“Kira-Destiny’s mediation style allowed me to see how one problem applies to
other areas in my work and personal life. She showed me how healthy morale is
impactful on everyone.”
“Kira, you were delightful and professional at all times. Very open to our
concerns and always lending a listening ear. You never undermined anyone but
elevated our morale.”
“I found you to be very sincere and genuine in accomplishing a workable
solution, which you did. Thank you.”
Professional Experience
Kira-Destiny trained in arbitration with Masons Solicitors, London, after

graduating from Kent University with a high honours law degree. Philosophy
and psychoanalysis were amongst her core subjects. Post law practice, she
advised on cross-border trade issues within the EU as the commercial negotiator
on global summits produced by EuroForum Plc.
In her tenure as regional director for CEFTA (Central and Eastern Europe Free
Trade Agreement) member zones, she mediated civil/commercial disputes,
which she states sharpened her diplomatic skills. After a decade leading her
Swiss-based company in mediation, Kira-Destiny earned the reputation of
“professional therapists” for closing complex global mobility disputes for
fortune 100- 500 companies.
Kira-Destiny’s US office in Delaware has delivered dispute resolution and
training sessions to government agencies. A City Commissioner describes her
courses as “effective in getting to the root cause of issues that plagued the
Department for years.”

Other Information
Kira-Destiny has written a true story memoir genre based on a family history of
resolving disputes. Awaiting publication, she authenticates how seeking the
underlying causes of conflicts became her signature approach to achieving
reconciliations. A short story of her writings on a similar topic won third place
in the life writing genre at the UK annual writers conference competition in
2003.
Her philanthropic activities include volunteering in school careers and peer to
peer mentoring programs for teenagers and young adults. Her program
interests focuses on disadvantaged and orphaned children in the education,
health and social welfare sectors.
Kira-Destiny is profiled in magazines and books for her contributions to the
economic growth of Lake Geneva, Switzerland and Delaware State, USA.
https://www.choosmediation-i.com/blog.
Located in Oxford and London, she mediates and trains worldwide through her
UK based firm, Choose Mediation International Ltd.

